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Abstract

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) separates in a new dimension, named aspect, those features that are spread over
different components in a system. In this paper we present a Dynamic AO Framework where components and aspects are
first-order entities composed dynamically at runtime according to the architectural information stored in a middleware layer.
As an example we describe the coordination aspect, one of the most relevant and useful aspects of our approach, very useful
to develop distributed open systems. The main functionality of this aspect is to encapsulate the interaction protocol among a
set of components.

1. Introduction

Software Engineering moves towards the development of a system as a composition of components off-the-shelf (COTS).
This approach claims the resultant software is morereusable, extensible andadaptable. However, achieving these goals
requires an appropriate separation of the system concerns in independent modules what it is not a straightforward task.
Commonly, the same concern happens to be spread over different modules creating dependencies among them.

Advanced Separation of Concerns (ASoC) is an attempt to solve this problem. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [1] [2],
HyperSpaces [3] and Composition Filters [4] among others, are some approaches extending Object-Oriented Program-
ming [5] [6] and Component-Oriented Programming [7] [8] with new dimensions of concerns, beyond ”objects” or ”compo-
nents”. Our work focuses in AOP, where a new dimension, theaspect, is introduced to model those features present along
multiple components in a system, that can change or evolve independently from them.

We can identify important differences in current AO technologies, depending mainly on three factors: the aspect definition
language, the weaving process and the kind of concerns modeled as aspects. AO languages can beaspect specific, defined
explicitly to implement, for instance, thesynchronization aspect, or extensions of general purpose languages providing special
constructions used to implement any kind of aspects. One drawback of AO languages is that the weaving process is static,
mixing the code at compile-time. Although the resultant code is highly optimized, the separation of concerns and its benefits
is lost at runtime.

Currently, AO frameworks are considered a promising alternative to AO languages. In AO frameworks both components
and aspects are modeled as first-order entities and are implemented in the same general purpose language. One of the main
features of AO frameworks is that the composition is performed more or less dynamically at runtime. Despite the fact that
static weaving offers better performance, dynamic weaving is much more flexible because of late binding of components
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and aspects involved. In AO frameworks aspects and components entities remain separated in all the software lifecycle,
including system execution. This means software morereusable andadaptable where aspects and components can evolve
independently and the number and kind of aspects applied to a component can change at runtime.

Another important issue is the kind of concerns that is worthy to separate. Most approaches focus in the separation of
system concerns such asconcurrency, synchronization, distribution andsecurity. There is no doubt about the benefits of
applying AOP to these concerns, but some application domains have particular features that cut across the basis functionality
of domain components and should be modeled as aspects to take the advantages of AOP. Actually, much more research is
needed in the scope of the definition and implementation of domain-specific aspects.

Our AO approach is a Dynamic Aspect-Oriented Framework (DAOF) [9], where components and aspects are first-order
entities dynamically composed at runtime using the composition information stored in a middleware layer [10]. Though
our approach is generic enough to separate any kind of aspects, we are interested in domain-specific aspects, where our
application domain is Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) [11]. In CVEs geographically dispersed users join a
shared space that integrates all the resources they need to collaborate with other users as if they were co-located. We model
the main features of CVEs,awareness, persistence, authentication, access control andmultiples views, as aspects that are
composed at runtime with components modelingrooms, users, collaborative tools anddocuments. Component and aspect
interfaces are detached from their implementation classes, so that the framework pick at runtime the implementation module
that is adequate to the current context, and replace it as context conditions vary. For instance, a CVE can be adapted touser
preferences, by using different implementations of themultiple view aspect for each user.

Thecoordination aspect is one of the most interesting and useful aspects offered by our proposal. The main functionality
of this aspect is to encapsulate the interaction protocol among a set of components, and keeping the information required to
address the target components. The main advantage is that components do not need to know each other during interaction,
increasing theirreusability in different contexts. Additionally, the coordination aspect may change dynamically the compo-
nent instances involved in a dialogue, making the system moreadaptable andconfigurable. Currently we are experimenting
with a working prototype that is being applied successfully to CVEs.

The organization of this paper is as follow. Section 2 presents our AO framework approach, highlighting the requirements
in the definition of components and aspects and the dynamic composition at runtime. Section 3 introduces the separation
among computation and composition and the use of thecoordination aspect to achieve this separation. Finally, section 4
discusses our conclusions and future work.

2. A Dynamic AO Framework

We propose a Dynamic Aspect-Oriented Framework (DAOF) where components and aspects are first-order entities dy-
namically composed at runtime using the composition information stored in a middleware layer. We use Java as the general-
purpose language to implement both components and aspects. The framework is generic enough to separate any kind of
system or domain concerns. However, we focus our work in the separation of domain-specific concerns, since we think that
little research is being done in this area. The aspects we define and implement are features of the CVE application domain,
like awareness, persistence, authentication, access control andmultiples views that crosscut the functionality of system com-
ponents. Currently, Web application in general and CVEs in particular demand the instantiation of custom environments
according to theuser profile. Our framework advocates the dynamic configuration of distributed applications through the
separation of the general architectural restrictions common to all the users from the user specific configuration [12].

The DAOF has two layers, thecomponent-aspect layer with the components and aspects existing at runtime and the
middleware layer in charge of composing dynamically these entities based on a set of dynamic composition rules. Figure
1 shows the UML profile of the DAOF design, and figure 2 shows the two layer structure with the coordination aspect as
an example. As we can see in Fig. 1 the dynamic composition is performed through the componentsLocalUserSite and
LocalEnvironmentSite that reside in the middleware layer. TheLocalEnvironmentSite maintains thearchitectural constraints
common to all users, defined by the components and aspects that may engage the system and composition rules describing
which aspects must be applied to components and the application order. TheLocalUserSite customize the system for each
user according to his or heruser profile. For instance, if different implementations of the same aspect are possible, the
LocalEnvironmentSite has the list of all of them while theLocalUserSite holds the concrete implementation that has to be
used for an specific user.

In order to facilitate the implementation of components and aspects, the framework provides two base classes,Component
andAspect with the attributes and methods that the middleware layer needs to create components and aspects, and to compose
them at runtime. Since communication between components is performed through the middleware layer of the framework,



 
 
 

Figure 1. Dynamic Aspect-Oriented Architecture

Component and Aspect classes maintain a reference to theLocalUserSite. DAOF components must extend theComponent
class and DAOF aspects must extend theAspect class (Fig. 1).

Regarding to component communication, when a component propagates a message, the middleware layer intercepts it and
evaluates the corresponding aspects. TheLocalUserSite component offers primitives for component composition, definition
of architectural constraints and aspect evaluation. The architectural constraints are encapsulated in theLocalEnvironmentSite
component that then contains which aspects must be applied for each component. The framework defines methods to add
this information to the middleware layer.

If the evaluation of output aspects fails the middleware layer throws an exception to the source components, otherwise the
message is sent to the target components. The framework provides different ways of addressing the target components. The
components and aspects definition describes different kinds of component addresses used by message propagation primitives
implemented by the middleware layer. It also defines a set of design patterns that may be used in the implementation of the
framework entities. In the rest of this section we describe both thecomponent aspect definition and thecomposition rules.

2.1. Component and Aspect Definition

The components and aspects definition describes how components and aspects are designed in our DAOF, what are the
different kinds of component addressing available and the message propagation primitives implemented by the middleware
layer.

The requirements in the design of DAOF components are mainly two. One, components must have a reference to the
LocalUserSite in the middleware layer and two, they must use the message propagation primitives implemented in the mid-
dleware layer in their interaction with other components. As we mentioned before, theComponent class is provided to
accomplish these restrictions and simplify the developer task. As long as the components extend this basic class, the devel-
oper can follow any design pattern in their implementation. In [ [9]] we propose but not impose the use of theRole Object
pattern where a component can play different roles that can be added and removed dynamically and this issue promotes the
reuse of the basic components in different contexts.

Due to the diversity of concerns that can be implemented as aspects and their different behaviour, we do not propose any



design pattern for DAOF aspects, that can be implemented at the user taste. The only restriction is the extension of the base
classAspect that provides a reference to theLocalUserSite and the interface called by the middleware layer in the aspect
evaluation (methodeval() in 1).

The main purpose in the definition of components and aspects is to make the entities in the system as independent as
possible, to reduce their dependencies and to increase their reusability in the development of different applications. However,
components participate in interaction with other components and need to address them in order to accomplish their task.
We think that the use of the traditional message passing in object-oriented programming, where a component maintains
explicit references to other components, it is insufficient to achieve our goal of independence. So, we realize that new
message delivery mechanisms are needed in open systems. Our framework offers four kinds of message delivery mechanisms
that avoid direct references among components:role-based invocation, identifier-based (CID) invocation, instance-based
invocation andinterface-based invocation.

Therole-based invocation addresses a component based on the role the component plays in the system. For instance, in a
CVE all the components modeling the place where users join to collaborate have the roleroom. Different components with
the same role can be instantiated simultaneously in the system. Theidentifier-based invocation addresses a component by its
unique identifier CID. Each component in the system has its own and unique CID, however the CID of a component is only
known if a previous message has been receive from that component. Theinstance-based invocation allows to address a set
of components representing the same resource. For instance, in a CVE each component with the role ”room” has an instance
identifier to differentiate them. Theinterface-based invocation addresses a component based on its interface, that determines
in which interactions the component can be involved.

Using the above message delivery mechanisms we detach components from other components. It is also important to
detach components from aspects and aspects from other aspects. Components are detached from aspects since they have no
knowledge about the number and type of aspects they are affected by. This provides enough flexibility to apply different
aspects depending on the context the component is used. Even more important, the aspects applied to a component can
change dynamically at runtime adapting the system to new requirements or user preferences. In addition, there is no explicit
joint points in the aspect definition. So, the aspects are also independent from the components they affect, being able to apply
them to different components in different time.

Finally, the aspects do not have information about the rest of aspects applied in the system. There can be dependencies
in the order of application, but the aspects are not aware of them. For instance, in a CVE theauthentication aspect must
be always applied before themultiple views aspect because it is needed to identify the user before configure the component
according to his or her user profile, however nor theauthentication or themultiple views aspects have any reference to this
relationship that it is stored in the middleware layer.

The message delivery mechanisms described above are used to address the target component in the set of primitives
the middleware layer implements to enable the programming of distributed application. Concretely, three primitives are
defined:execute, broadcast andnotify with four parameters: the source component CID that identify uniquely the origin of
the message, the target components, the message and its arguments.

1. execute(source CID; target component;message; args). This mechanism allows the delivering of a message to
a local component or a unique instance of a remote component. The invocation mechanism can berole-based, CID-
based, instance-based or interface-based. If a local component is found with the specified identifier the message is
sent to it. In other case, it is propagated through the middleware layer to other nodes looking for a remote component.

2. broadcast(source CID; target component;message; args). This mechanism is used to broadcast the same mes-
sage to different components. The target components are addressed using therole-based, instance-based or interface-
based invocation mechanism.

3. notify(source CID; target component;message; args). This mechanism is used to propagate a message to all
the instances representing the same resource in the system. The invocation mechanism will beinstance-based. This
mechanism is very useful in CVEs where a component is replicated among different nodes representing the same
resource. For instance, all the users connecting to the same ”room” will have a local representation of the room sharing
the sameinstance identifier.

2.2. Composition Rules

The composition rules are maintained in the middleware layer by a third entity that dynamically composes components
and aspects at runtime. As we mentioned before, this component is modeled using two classes, theLocalUserSite and



the LocalEnvironmentSite(Fig. 1). TheLocalEnvironmentSite stores the list of all the components and aspects that can be
instantiated in the system and theArchitectural Restrictions expressed in terms of the aspects applied to each component and
the order of application. The number and type of aspects that are applicable to a component can change dynamically.

For each component, theLocalEnvironmentSite maintains the information needed to instanciate that component in the
system. Thecomponent information consists on therole identifier that determines the role the component plays in the
application, thelocation, that can belocal or remote, theinterface and theimplementation class. This information is stored
in theComponentInfo class in Fig. 1.

TheLocalEnvironmentSite stores also the information about the aspects in the system. Theaspect information consists on
therole identifier that determines the role the aspect plays in the application , thetype, theinterface, thelist of implementations
classes and thedefault implementation. The type of an aspect can beenvironment-oriented, where only one instance of the
aspect exists in the system;user-oriented, where there is a different instance of the aspect for each user in the system;
type-oriented, where there is an instance of the aspect associated to a set of components with an specific role, orcomponent-
oriented where there is an instance of the aspect associated to a concrete component instance. It is important to remark that
the aspecttype is part of the aspect description in the middleware, because it determines the number of instances of that
aspect in the system, but not of the design of the aspect. An aspect might be designed and implemented without knowledge
about how it is going to be applied. This information is stored in theAspectInfo class in Fig. 1.

In the DAOF components and aspects information, interfaces are detached from their implementation classes, that may
evolve independently at runtime. The entities in the framework are referenced by their interface and not by their implemen-
tation class that it is only know by the middleware layer, in charge of their creation. For instance, a CVE is configured for
each user according to theuser profile using different implementations of themultiple view aspect for each user. This is
possible because different implementations of the same aspect can coexist simultaneously in the system. In order to do that,
the environment is customized for each user in theLocalUserSite that contains theapplication context, with the components
and aspects instantiated for an specific user.

With the component and aspect information described above, the middleware layer knows which components and aspects
can be instantiated, but not how they interact. TheArchitectural Restrictions are a set ofcomposition rules that establish how
components and aspects are composed at runtime. For each component and each message that the component can receive,
one composition rule is defined. This rule identifies the component by itsrole identifier and determines the list of aspects
applied to that component and message and the order of application. There are two different type of rules: input-aspects
composition rulesand output-aspects composition rules. In the prior, the aspects are applied before the execution of the
message and in the later, the aspects are applied after the execution of the message. The interpretation of these rules is as
follow: ”The aspects in the order specified will be applied to the component before or after the execution of the indicated
method”. This information is stored in the CompositionInfoclass in Fig. 1. This class is associated with a ComponentInfo
and stores for each message in that component the list of aspects that need to be applied.

3. Separation of the Coordination Concern

Components are computational entities that encapsulate data and computation. However, components are not isolated
entities, they usually interact with each other to accomplish a certain task. The separation of data processing from coordi-
nation patterns is proved to be a good approach [13]. With this separation, components are passive entities characterized
by the complete ignorance of how propagated messages influence the execution of an application. This component can be
reused in different context participating in different interaction. The component interaction and coordination protocols are
encapsulated in another entity. In our system this entity is the coordination aspect.

Using the coordination aspect, a component do not need to address the target component. The component can send a
message using one of the middleware layer primitives described above - execute, broadcastor notify, setting to null the
target component parameter. The coordination aspecthas the information to decide which component or components must
receive the message.

For instance, in a CVE a roomcontains the set of documentsthe users in that room are working on. There is also a set
of individual and collaborative tools used to work over that documents. When a user clicks in one of the documents a tool
able to manage it must be opened. However, the kind of documents a room can contain it is unpredictable, and the room
component should not explicitly address the tool used to open the document. This can be achieved applying a coordination
aspectthat contains the information needed to know which tool need to be open according to the document extension. In
Fig. 2, when the component room use the executeprimitive in the middleware layer it set to null the target component

parameter. The composition rules stored in the middleware layer state that the coordination aspecthas to be evaluated when
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 Figure 2. Component interaction with no addressing of target components

the component roomsends the openmessage. During the evaluation the coordination aspectdetermines that the component
with role JPEGEditoris used to open files with extension .jpg and the openmessage is sent to this component.

Even addressing the target components there are situations where the coordination aspectcan be very useful. Though a
component can use the CID as a way to uniquely address other component, the CID is only known if a previous message
has been received from that component. In addition, the components are more reusableif the programmer design the system
having in mind the roleseach component plays in the interaction and not concrete instances. This can be achieved using the
role-based, instance-basedor interface-basedinvocation mechanisms. The inconvenience of using these mechanisms is that
more than one component can be candidates to receive the message. Depending on the application logic all of them or only
part of them should actually receive the message and the component might not be aware of that. So, the coordination aspect
solves the problem linking source and target components transparently.

An example of the use of the coordination aspectin this situation can be the following. In the development of CVEs, we
detach the component model from the component view implementing them in two separate components. This means that
in order to model a roomwe have the modelroomcomponent and the viewroomcomponent. According to the component-
aspect model described above these components cannot have explicit references among them. Both of them have an unique
CID but they must initiate the interaction using another invocation mechanism because the CID for a component is only
known if a previous message has been received from that component. Supposing a CVEs with different rooms instantiated
simultaneously for a user, this means that there are different modelroomcomponents and different viewroomcomponents.
When, for instance, a user interacts with the viewroomand a message is sent to the modelroom, there is no way to know
which modelroomcomponent must receive the message unless we use a coordination aspectthat matches pair of modelroom
and viewroom.

In Fig. 3 we have two modelroomand two viewroomcomponents, each one with its own CID. They interact with each
other using the executeprimitive addressing the target component by its role. Initially (step 1 in Fig. 3) the coordination as-
pectdo not have any information about the components. Lets suppose that the modelroomcomponent with CID1 invokes the
executeprimitive. The coordination aspectgets in the middleware layer the CIDs of all the components with role viewroom,
takes one of them, for instance CID3, and matches CID1 and CID3 (step2 in Fig. 3). From now on, when the component
modelroomwith CID1 sends a message to the viewroomcomponent, the coordination aspectchange transparently the invo-
cation mechanism from role-based to CID-based sending the message to the component with CID3. The same occurs for the
other pair of componentes (step3 in Fig. 3).

The interaction protocolsimplemented in the coordination aspectcan be as simple as organize the communication among
a set of components. For instance, in a CVE when a user enters in a room, the coordination aspectcan decide to send
the newUser(user)message to all the components whose interface implements this method. However, more complicated
interactions are possible. The coordination aspectcan encapsulate the state transition diagram of a protocol defining different
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states in the interaction. Suppose a CVE where each user has its own office and to enter in one of these rooms the owner
must be there. We assure that using a coordination aspectwith two states openand close, initially in the closestate (Fig. 4.
If the owner is not in the office the coordination aspectis in the closestate and it sends the rejectmessage if a user tries to
login in the room. Otherwise, the coordination aspectis in the openstate and it sends the acceptmessage.

The coordination aspectalso provides a solution to the problems derived from the integration of COTS. It can play the role
of an adapterto compose components that initially are incompatible due to differences in their interfaces. The variations in
the interfaces can be due to different message names, arguments or types. In addition, the coordination aspectcan hide the
fact that the service used by a source component is actually implemented from a combination of components and not only
one.

For instance, in Fig. 5.a the application has a component CollabTool that integrates all the collaborative tools in the
envionment - whiteboard, chat and application sharing. When the component room wants to open one of them sends the
message open(toolname). Suppose now that we want to develop a new application reusing the component room, but where
the collaborative tools are implemented in independent components: WhiteBoard, Chatand SharedAppl. In this case, the
interfaces do not match and the coordination aspectis needed to adapt the target component name and component message,
that will be different depending on the value of the toolnameparameter.
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 Figure 4. State Diagram Interaction Protocol for a coordination aspect
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 Figure 5. Coordination Aspect as an Adapter

4. Conclusions and Future Work

We consider AO Frameworks a better approach than AO languages, specially in the development of AO applications
which need to be highly customizable, because the separation of components and aspects in all the software lifecycle and the
dynamic composition at runtime allow the construction of software more flexible, reusable and extensible.

In this paper we have presented the main characteristics of our DAOF approach. The component-aspect modeldescribes
how components and aspects must be design and implemented in our framework, the message delivery mechanisms and the
primitives offered by the middleware layer to facilitate the programming of distributed applications. The composition model
describes the information a developer needs to provide to deploy an application in our framework and how this information
is stored in the middleware layer.

As an example we have presented the coordination aspect, that provides separation of data processing from coordination
patterns. The coordination aspect encapsulates interaction protocols of different complexity, detaches components avoiding
explicit references among them, and acts as an adapter to solve the problems derived from COTS integration.

Our future goals is to complete the implementation of our DAOF framework and the definition of an application framework
for the development of CVEs. We plan to complete the design and implementation of the coordination aspectand use it in
different contexts as part of the working prototype we are building. Concretely we are developing a virtual office as part of a
funded research project.
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